
   
 

  

UYN MAN RUNNING
EXCELERATION OW SHIRT SH_SL

High
Temperature

Comfort Fit

 

  CODE MAN   O102337
  Sizes   S - M - L - XL - XXL

  

MAN
B205 Black/Lime

  

MAN
O267 Ibis/Rose

  

MAN
K698 Lapis/Lime

  

MAN
E766 Lime/Sulphur
Spring

  

F e a t u r e s

The 4-WAYS VENTILATION structure positioned in the
chest area ensures perfect ventilation of the body
COOLVENT system at back guarantees proper
thermoregulation and an excellent sweat dispersion
FLEXY RIBS on the shoulders for superior comfort
Reduced number of seams eliminates abrasion points
Reflective UYN logo on the back for better visibility and
safety when running in low light conditions

  

D e s c r i p t i o n

  
Sports fit, strategic ventilation Exceleration shirt has been
created for all runners who are looking for the best performance
but are not willing to give up comfort. The sports fit of the shirt
perfectly follows your running gait without hindering your
movements. Its tridimensional fabric improves the overall
ventilation for an extended feeling of well-being. Flexy Ribs in
the shoulder area increase the fabric's ability to adapt to arm
movements. In the back area, Exceleration shirt uses the
Coolvent system the Coolvent system made of micro-channels
inside the fabric that ensure maximum breathability and leave
the skin always dry.



   
 

  

UYN MAN RUNNING
EXCELERATION OW TIGHT
SHORTS

High
Temperature

Slim Fit

 

  CODE MAN   O102340
  Sizes   S - M - L - XL - XXL

  

MAN
B895 Black/Black/Iron

  

MAN
K700 Lapis/Black/Lime

  

F e a t u r e s

COOLVENT system on the sides of the guarantees proper
thermoregulation and an excellent sweat dispersion
Tight fit with second skin effect designed to support
movement
Reduced number of seams eliminates any point of abrasion
Ergonomic waistband and elastic cuff that stabilizes the
short
Reflective UYN logo on the back for better visibility and
safety when running in low light conditions

  

D e s c r i p t i o n

  
The perfect synthesis of support and zero constraints We
created UYN EXCELERATION tight-fitting shorts based on the
design of the shorts used by elite sprinters. Perfectly fitted to
the leg, the tight shorts create a perfect second-skin effect that
supports movement without creating the slightest impediment.
Maximum breathability is guaranteed by the exclusive
COOLVENT three-dimensional technology positioned on the
sides of the legs that allows air to circulate between the fabric
and the skin and dries sweat quickly. The elasticated waistband
is ergonomically designed to fit the profile of the waistline.



  TEXLYTE NANO

HIGH-TECH ULTRALIGHT FIBER

We have used Texlyte Nano yarn in strategic areas to
allow our garments to quickly transport sweat
outwards and ensure a long-lasting feeling of well-
being. Texlyte Nano is made from polypropylene, one of
the lightest synthetic fibers on the market. It is 34%
lighter than polyester. Texlyte Nano is also completely
recyclable, making it environmentally friendly.

  FLEXY RIBS

INCREASED COMFORT

The parallel three-dimensional structures increase the
fabric's ability to stretch and spring back into its original
shape providing an optimal fit. They also act as spacers
when an additional layer is worn, facilitating air
circulation between the two layers.

  COOLVENT

INTEGRATED VENTILATION 

Ventilation. So cool.

The channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow
of air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools the body during
activity and keeps the skin dry.
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